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1 Abstract
Our study provides a detailed description of the thermal

mixing process in an anisothermal mixing layer. Velocity and
temperature are simultaneously measured at the same point by
using a new hot wire anemometer. This anemometer imple-
ments the multiple overheat principle, associated with a non
linear Levenberg-Marquardt signal processing. These simul-
taneous measurements allowed an analysis based on condi-
tional Probability Density Functions (PDFs), joint PDFs and
a quadrant analysis. Variable temperature hot wire anemom-
etry clearly proved its ability to give access, in particular, to
a precise description of the contributions of saddle point ejec-
tions to the thermal turbulent mixing process.

2 Introduction
Anisothermal mixing layers (Fiedler (1974)) are present

in many industrial applications and environmental flows, par-
ticularly when localized thermal environment separations are
involved. In this case, the improvement of the thermal con-
finement by mixing reduction in situations of mixing layer
type requires the understanding of the inherent relations be-
tween the mechanical stirring imposed by the velocity field
and the temperature fluctuations. This coupling is present in
the scalar transport equations in terms of a vectorial heat flux,
one component of which is u′T ′.

Most of the past studies on scalar mixing layers (tem-
perature, concentration and / or density) emphasized the dif-
ferences between dynamic and scalar behaviors. Faster and
greater development is generally observed in the dynamic
field compared to the scalar field. In his study of a heated
plane mixing layer with a zero velocity ratio, Fiedler (1974)

observed dissymmetrical average and RMS temperature pro-
files, with a triple inflexion point and a bi-modal shape, re-
spectively, thus clearly different from those of the velocity
field. Similar results were also obtained in gaseous mixing
layer studies by Brown & Roshko (1974), Batt (1977) and Ma-
sutani & Bowman (1986), and, more recently, in simulations
of heat transfer by Bisset (1997). Probability density func-
tions (PDF) are commonly used to describe the scalar mix-
ing process. Two categories of scalar PDF can generally be
obtained in the mixing layer, the marching type or the non-
marching type, as denoted among others by Bisset (1997) and
Pickett & Ghandi (2001, 2002) in their Planar Laser Induced
Velocimetry scalar measurement in an incompressible mixing
layer. Marching means here that the shape of the PDF con-
tinuously evolves as the measurement point is moved across
the mixing layer. Karasso & Mungal (1996) stated that the fi-
nal stage of a high Reynolds mixing layer is characterized by
marching type PDFs of the scalar.

Our study provides a detailed description of the mixing
process in a plane anisothermal mixing layer, by the analy-
sis of the correlations between velocity and temperature fluc-
tuations. The flow configuration studied, with a cold rapid
layer above a hot slow one, corresponds to industrial and at-
mospheric situations that motivated this work (separation of a
lower cold layer from a warm atmosphere). The data were ob-
tained with a new variable temperature hot wire anemometer
relying on a parameterizable variation of the overheat ratio of
a single hot wire. A specific signal processing was developed
in association with this multiple overheat principle. Such an
anemometer enables quasi-simultaneous measurements of the
local velocity and temperature at the same point. The syn-
chronism of the measurements then allows a fine analysis of
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the relationships between the fluctuations of the two physical
quantities considered in the mixing process. These relation-
ships were analyzed using a joint probability density function
approach and a quadrant decomposition method which con-
sists in splitting the heat flux into four quadrants, classically
defined as the four possible contributions of the instantaneous
values of the fluctuations u′(t) and T ′(t) according to their
positivity or negativity.

3 Wind tunnel
The experimental flow is a spatially developping

anisothermal mixing layer obtained in a specific low-speed
mixing layer wind tunnel fed by two independent aeraulic cir-
cuits, both equipped with a 7.5 kW blower, a 42 kW cold
battery and a 31 kW heater (figure 1). Two parallel streams

Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of the low-speed
wind tunnel (right) and flow configuration (left).

of different velocities and temperatures ([1.5 m/s, 2.5 m/s ];
[10◦C, 35◦C]), are blown separately through two independent
halves of a conditioning chamber comprising several screens
and a slowly converging part (contration ratio: 2.25). The two
streams are separated by a 52 mm thick thermal insulating
plate.They then merge and initiate the mixing process down-
stream of the sharp end of a 1.5◦ tapered splitter plate made of
aluminium. The mixing layer expands in a test section which
is 3 m long and 1 m × 1 m in cross section. Downstream
from the test section, the mixed flux is evacuated through a
diverger.

At the entrance of the test section, the turbulence levels
in the two parallel streams before mixing were lower than 1%
for velocity and around 0.05◦C for temperature. The thick-
nesses of the dynamic boundary layers measured at this lo-
cation were ΘH.V. = 2.15 mm on the high velocity side and
ΘL.V. = 2 mm on the low velocity side of the trailing edge of
the splitter plate. The thickness of the thermal boundary layer
was around 10 mm which is rather large due to the upstream
thermal transfer through the sharp end of the splitter plate, but
reasonably small for such experimental conditions.

4 Measurement system
A new hot wire anemometry technique was used to

obtain simultaneous velocity and temperature measurements
at the same location with a single wire (2.5 µm diameter,

0.5 mm long in the present study). The principle devel-
oped, named PCTA (Parameterizable Constant Temperature
Anemometer), is based on the multiple overheat principle
(Bruun (1995),Corrsin (1947)) and on specific signal pro-
cessing. A detailed presentation of the PCTA principles in
terms of electronic design, calibration, measurement, post-
processing and uncertainty estimation can be found in Ndoye
et al. (2010); Ndoye (2008). Only the main features of the
method are recalled here.

4.1 PCTA principle
The PCTA principle is based on the implementation of a

specific design allowing both rapid overheating and periodic
variation in the overheat of the wire, making hence possible
the reproduction of a unitary sequence of successive over-
heat levels at a constant frequency. The typical evolution of
a triple overheat sequence is shown in figure 2. The number

Figure 2. Typical time trace of PCTA output voltage, with
multiple overheat sequencies of three overheat levels.

of overheat levels per sequence can vary from 2 to 8. The
overheat duration can be set between 100 and 1000 µs to
provide access to simultaneous high frequency velocity and
temperature measurements at the same point. A minimization
procedure allows the identification of instantaneous U and T
decorrelated values from the data acquisition.The acquisition
frequency can reach several kHz with a sufficiently thin wire.
The performance of the PCTA is closely linked to the use of
a dynamic calibration method in which the probe measures
a periodically varying velocity associated with a decreasing
temperature in a specific calibration wind tunnel.

4.2 Calibration and signal processing
The equation describing the relationship between a hot

wire voltage response and the velocity temperature couple
(U,T ) in a anisothermal fluid flow can be chosen from var-
ious non-linear heat transfer equations, as described in partic-
ular by Bruun Bruun (1995). In the present study we used an
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extended King’s law:

e2 = (a+bUn)(Tw−T ) , (1)

where e is the instantaneous voltage measured, and U and T
are unknown. The wire temperature Tw, the coefficients a,
b, and the exponent n are parameters associated with a given
overheat level. For each overheat level of subscript k, within
the overheat sequence of subscript i, the voltage measured is
expressed as:

e2
i,k = (ak +bkUnk

i )(Tw,k−Ti) . (2)

A single voltage value is automatically extracted for each
overheat level assuming two important hypotheses: i) the re-
peatability of the overheat application is such that the param-
eters a, b, n and Tw are valid for a given overheat level on
the whole set of sequences acquired, ii) U and T are consid-
ered constant on a given overheat sequence, which is equiva-
lent to low pass filter U and T variations at the repetition fre-
quency of the sequences. An optimization procedure, based
on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms1, is applied to ex-
tract the vectors of parameter Ak = ak,bk,nk,Tw,k for each
overheat level k, using calibration data. Another Levenberg-
Marquardt procedure is applied to the instantaneous voltages
in order to extract the velocity and temperature pairs (Ui,Ti)
for each sequence integrated over the duration of the ith mul-
tiple overheat sequence. The accuracy of the PCTA method
was evaluated by estimating successively the uncertainty asso-
ciated with the dynamic calibration, the measurement proce-
dure and the post-processing technique, using a Monte Carlo
simulation. For the PCTA operating in a three overheats con-
figuration as shown in figure 2, and a calibration sample size
of 3× 105, the uncertainties are 1% for velocity and 0.15 K
for temperature.

5 Results
The results on the flow characterization can be found in

Ndoye (2008). The development distance of the flow (dis-
tance of appearance of the self-similarity of the fluctuations)
was about x/ΘH.V. = 500. In the following figures showing
transverse profiles across the mixing layer, the transverse co-
ordinate y is replaced by the normalized coordinates, ηu for
the velocity related curves and ηT for the temperature related
curves. These normalized coordinates were defined in relation
to the similarity references δω and δT , which are the vorticity
thickness and the thermal thickness of the mixing layer at the
x location considered. The origins of these two normalized
coordinates were positioned at the center of the dynamic and
thermal mixing layers, respectively, the physical coordinates
of which were y0.5u and y0.5T , these two values being different
as a result of the differences in the deflections of the mixing
layers from the symmetry plane of the test section. The defi-
nition of the normalized coordinates are:

ηu = (y− y0.5u)/δω and ηT = (y− y0.5T )/δT . (3)

1The general principle of the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms
can be found in Numerical Recipes in Fortran Press et al. (1992)

The subscripts HV,LT and LV,HT relate to the conditions ap-
plied on both sides of the mixing layer, ie High/Low Velocity
and Temperature.

PDFs of velocity fluctuations were found to be nearly gaus-
sian in the central region of the mixing layer and strongly
asymmetric in the outer region on both sides. Temperature
PDFs behaved in a non gaussian way with a peak the posi-
tion of which varied across the layer in relation with the local
mean value of the temperature.

Joint PDFs of u′(t) and T ′(t) are shown in figure 3 for
various transverse positions across the mixing layer width at a
given streamwise location in the self similarity region. In the
proximity of the edges of the mixing layer, the disymmetrical
shape of the joint PDF shows the coexistence of blobs of low
(respectively high) temperature, high (respectively low) ve-
locity, barely mixed fluid (peak corresponding to small fluc-
tuations), with a more turbulent flow part with isodensities
close to gaussianity. The further we depart from the edges
towards the mixing layer axis, the less the flow is influenced
by the intermittencies. The fluid originating from both side
of the mixing layer is then in a situation of turbulent mix-
ing. Near the axis of the mixing layer, the isodensities are
close to gaussianity (figure3-b). In a second stage, the mixing
process was analysed with a quadrant splitting method (Lu &
Willmarth (1973)) to provide a comprehensive study of the
contributions to the heat flux from the principal fluid motions
within the flow. The method consists in splitting the instanta-
neous heat flux u′(t)×T ′(t) into four quadrants, each one be-
ing associated with one of the four possible combinations of
the instantaneous values of the fluctuations u′(t) and T ′(t) ac-
cording to their positivity or negativity: I: (u′ > 0,T ′ > 0), II:
(u′ < 0,T ′ > 0), III: (u′ < 0,T ′ < 0), and IV : (u′ > 0,T ′ < 0).
The time-average of u′(t)×T ′(t) in each quadrant was calcu-
lated, providing four conditionally averaged values of the heat
flux at each measurement point.

These data were then used to quantify the contributions
inside the turbulent thermal mixing process of the intermitten-
cies associated with the saddle point ejections.

Figure 4 illustrates the classical mixing layer flow topol-
ogy, and makes it possible to distinguish two types of macro-
scopic structures: large eddies and strands (fine zones that sur-
round these eddies). At the center of the strand between two
cores, lies a saddle point. Velocity and temperature fluctua-
tion skewness presented in figure 5, shows that the predom-
inant contribution to the fluctuation skewness (dominant int-
termittent events) are opposite for velocity fluctuations u′ and
temperature fluctuations T ′. Furthermore, the saddle points
are regions of significant fluid ejection out of the mixing layer.
Each ejection produces an acceleration of the flow on the slow
side and a deceleration on the rapid side, with vertical velocity
fluctuations and longitudinal velocity fluctuations of opposite
signs.

For example, in the present configuration, the rapid, cold
uniform flow stream tends to strip off fluid intermittently from
the saddle points. The mean temperature of this fluid originat-
ing from the cores is greater than that of the cold side, and its
mean velocity is lower than the rapid velocity. Thus some hot-
ter and slower fluids (leading to T ′ > 0 and u′ < 0) are ejected
from the saddle points towards the cold side, corresponding to
quadrant II.
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Figure 3. Variations in the temperature joint PDF across the
mixing layer: a) near the slow and hot side edge (y/δω =

−0.3); b) near the mixing layer axis (y = 0); c) near the rapid
and cold side edge ( y/δω =+0.3).

Similarly, the region of uniform hot, slow flow strips off
some cold fluid from the saddle points. The fluid originating
from such ejections is colder and faster than the uniform part
of the flow on that side, corresponding to quadrant IV . From
similar analysis it appears that quadrants I and III correspond
to interactions between the pheriphery of the structures and
the outer regions of uniform flow.

When analyzing the joint PDF through the u′T ′ quad-
rant approach (figure 6), the main part of the heat flux appears
dominated by quadrants II and IV which were identified as
associated to the saddle point ejections either of slow and hot
fluid (II) or rapid and cold fluid (IV ). This trend was con-

cold

hot

slow 
and hot

slow 
and hot

rapid 
and cold

rapid 
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Figure 4. Diagrammatic representation of the principal fluid
movements contributing to the heat flux in an anisothermal
mixing layer.
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Figure 5. Skewness factor: (a) velocity, (b) temperature.

firmed by the comparison of the quadrants relative contribu-
tions to the longitudinal heat flux as reported in figure 6 for
different x positions. Each graph shows the transverse pro-
files of u′(t)×T ′(t) separated into four curves, each one cor-
responding to a quadrant. The magnitude of u′(t)×T ′(t) is
representative of the respective strengths of the four contri-
butions to the heat flux. Downstream from the wake region,
the contributions of I and III evolve towards profiles shifted
on opposite sides of an axis of symmetry located on the axis
of the dynamic mixing region (y0.5u). The interactions be-
tween the peripheries of the coherent structures and the uni-
form parts of the flow thus appear nearly symmetrical in rela-
tion to the dynamic mixing layer axis. They reach a maximum
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value at the mixing layer edges, and decrease towards a zero
value in the uniform flow region. This corresponds well to the
topology of figure 4 where quadrants I and III are associated
with the cores of the structures in the dynamic mixing zone.
In parallel, the magnitude of the contributions of quadrants
II and IV becomes greater, reflecting a predominance, within
heat flux, of the fluid ejections, which behave symmetrically
in relation to the thermal mixing region axis (located at y0.5T ).
This growing contribution of quadrants II and IV corresponds
to the shape of the joint PDFs seen in figure 3, where the fluc-
tuations T ′ associated to the opposite sign of u′ are dominant
in the self similarity region.

In the self-similarity region, the dominating movements
appear to be ejections. The intensity of the interactions be-
tween the periphery of the structures and the outer zones of the
uniform flow decreases gradually with x while the intensity of
the ejections increases. The quadrant analysis can then clearly
highlight the fact that the expansion of the dynamic and ther-
mal mixing layers is associated with a growing domination of
saddle point ejections and a weakening interaction between
the structures and the outer regions of the mixing layer.

6 Conclusion
The correlations between velocity and temperature fluc-

tuations were investigated across the mixing layer using the
ability of the variable temperature hot wire anemometer to de-
liver simultaneous measurements of velocity and temperature
at the same point. Showing a progressive drift from gaussian-
ity as they move toward the edge of the mixing layer, the ve-
locity temperature joint PDF patterns were analyzed by means
of a quadrant analysis in which the heat flux was split into
four components according to the positivity or negativity of
u′(t)× T ′(t). This study showed the ability of the variable
temperature hot wire anemometry to deliver consistent veloc-
ity and temperature instantaneous values at the same point
allowing the analysis of the contribution of the saddle point
ejections in the mixing process.
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Figure 6. Quadrant heat flux contribution: transverse profiles of the averaged value of u′(t)×T ′(t) splitted into four quadrants.
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